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Slide and Slam: Dice Is Not Bend! 

Components: 

 “Slide and Slam: Dice Is Not Bend!” Board 

 6 small Black Dice, 1 large Black “Awakened” Die (7 total) 

 6 small White Dice, 1 large White “Awakened” Die (7 total) 

 Wall of Unknowing 

 2 Power Tokens 

 

Initial Set Up: 

Each Player takes 7 dice of one color and one Power token. Players then face each other and 

place the game board between them as shown. 
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Objective: 

Hey! It looks like your opponent has Dice! You’re not entirely sure why, but you are definitely 

not ok with the fact that you aren’t the only one with dice. And what’s so special about their dice 

anyway? You know what, let’s get rid of them. Use your Slam ability to remove all your opponent’s dice 

from the board because hey, your dice are better than their dumb dice. Slide your own dice to get an 

angle on your opponent, or move out of danger. Who do they even think they are? Sitting there with 

their smug dice like they own the place…yeah… yeah we are definitely getting rid of their dice. 

Rules: 

-Dice Values- 

Both players must first set the face up number on their six small dice to the following values. 

 

These values are your dice’s initial health values. Based on a die’s health, their movement and 

attack power can change. See the “Movement,” “Slam,” and “Super Slam” sections for more. Set aside 

the large Awakened die for now. 

Players then set up the “Wall of Unknowing” between each other on the middle line of the 

game board, blocking each player’s view of the other player’s field.  
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Players now place their dice anywhere on their side of the field, hiding their initial placements 

from their opponent due to the “Wall of Unknowing.” The wall is removed once both players have 

finished their initial placements.  

Players now must argue over who goes first. The player who successfully defends the fact that 

their particular set of dice is better gets to go first. After somehow deciding who goes first, players then 

take alternating turns until the game is over.  

 

-What you can do on your turn- 

During their turn, Players slide then slam, in that order. Players must move one die per turn, but 

can choose not to slam. 

- Slide- 

 To perform a slide, a player slides one of their remaining dice a number of spaces up to the 

health remaining on that die. A die cannot slide through other dice, they can only move around them. 

This includes both your opponent’s and your own dice. The face up number on the die is that die’s 

current health. For example, a die at “6” health can move up to 6 spaces, but a die that is at “2” health 

can only move up to 2 spaces. These spaces moved can be in any direction, but not diagonally. For 

example, a die with “5” health left could slide up 2 spaces and then right 3 spaces for a total of 5 spaces 

moved.  
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-Slam- 

After sliding a piece, the player can then make a Slam attack with any piece they control. This 

means that players can move a piece and attack with another if they so choose. This attack affects an 

area in a cross around the player’s die as shown below. Slams do not damage your own dice, only your 

opponent’s. Players indicate that they are making a slam attack with a die by lifting it up, saying “SLAM!” 

then placing the die back down in place. 

 

  

Any enemy dice caught up in the area of effect have their health reduced by “1.” For example, 

an enemy die at “6” health would be reduced to “5” health if it was within the slam effect zone. If a die 

at “1” health is hit with a slam, then it is destroyed and removed from the board. 
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-Super Slam- 

If a player makes a Slam attack with a die that is at “1” health remaining, that die performs a 

special Super Slam instead of the normal slam effect. Any enemy dice caught up in the effect’s area 

have their health reduced by “2” instead of the normal slam’s “1.” 

The area of effect of this slam is much larger than a normal slam. Its range is a cross that extends until 

the edges of the board are reached, as shown below: 
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-Power Token- 

 Once per game, a player can choose to spend their Power Token to perform one of the 

following two effects. Show that you have used your Power Token by flipping it over to the “X” side. 

Power Token Effects: 

 When an opponent’s slam would damage one or more of your Dice, you may shout 

“DICE IS NOT BEND!” and select one die of those that would be damaged. This selected 

die takes no damage from that slam. 

 

 When declaring a slam that would damage at least one opposing die, you may point at 

your opponent and shout “Now you’re going to say: DICE IS NOT BEND!” This indicates 

that you are predicting that your opponent will use their Power Token to save a die. 

After shouting, your opponent is unable to use their Power Token in response to your 

slam. You can only do this if your opponent still has a Power Token. 

 

Players only have one power token they can use per game, so remember to time your use of your 

Power carefully! 

-Dice Awakening: Final Form!- 

 When a player has 3 or fewer dice remaining in their control, they can choose to awaken the 

hidden potential within one of their last remaining dice. These remaining dice have braved the dangers 

of the battle so far, and are worthy of awakening into the true final form that all dice strive for. To 

awaken a die, the player selects one of their remaining die and replaces it with the large awakened die 

of the appropriate color. While doing so, the player must exclaim the following invocation: 

“My Dice resonate with the fire in my heart! Its burning beat is razor sharp! 

Final Form! 

DICE AWAKENING!” 
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  This awakened die is placed in the exact same spot as the die it replaces. The replaced die is 

removed from the board. Players must awaken their die at the start of their turn, before movement or 

slamming.  In its awakened form, the die is automatically set to “1” health and has the following 

abilities: 

Awakened Die Powers: 

 This awakened die can move 2 spaces rather than the 1 space that normal “1” health die 

can move. 

 The awakened die has the same super slam ability as any other “1” health die. Its range 

is a cross extending to the edges of the board and it deals 2 damage to any opposing 

dice caught in the area of effect. 

 

A player can only have one Awakened die per game. If this die is hit by an opposing slam, it is 

destroyed and removed from the board just like any other “1” health die. 

 

End Game 

 The game ends when one player has lost all their dice. The winner is the player who has dice 

left, because their dice have proven to be superior to their opponent’s dumb dice! 
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